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This week we’re getting into the basics of quantitative research. All research starts 
with a question, so we’ll spend a fair bit of time later talking about what makes for a 
good research question. For now, we’ll go over different types of research questions 
and what they might look like depending on whether you’re doing theoretical or 
applied research.
We’ll go over variables and talk about what types there are and what functions they 
can serve.
We’ll talk a bit about randomization. 
Finally we’ll get into null hypothesis significance testing and what it means to test a 
hypothesis.
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Getting into the first category of research questions: questions that inform us about 
what’s going on in the world and what’s out there to study. These are helpful in 
developing research agendas or strategies to determine into what research a 
company should invest time and resources.  They can be descriptive, as I mentioned 
in Week 1, and ask questions about who the users are or what actions they take.  This 
type of research is great for starting out in a research discipline and figuring out 
what’s in that space.
Or they can be relational and go a step beyond what is there and venture into what 
things seem to be related. Relational research is a great foundation for theories about 
how something works. Relational questions might ask about whether there is a 
relationship between the level of experience someone has with using a product and 
the amount of time they spend using the product. A different type of relational 
question might be what activities are different types of users likely to engage in? The 
questions are purposefully open-ended because the nature of the work is to learn 
about what’s going on rather than test assumptions about what’s going on. 
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Research questions that are formed on a foundation of basic knowledge and go 
beyond that basic understanding tend to ask about specific things. Rather than asking 
what characteristics seem to be related, questions of this type might ask Does level of 
experience contribute to satisfaction with a product? Questions of this form may test 
existing variables that are not under the control of the experimenter and let the 
researcher know what characteristics or actions seem relevant to the outcome.  The 
last type of research question asks specifically about cause and effect. What effect is 
associated with this cause? If I do THIS what effect does it have on THAT? 
These questions also tend to be open-ended – the question itself should not… beg 
the question by assuming a particular answer and asking as though the answer is 
already known. 
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Now we’ll get into the information that is necessary to answer a research question. 
Quantitative research questions focus on VARIABLES and the relationships between 
them. A variable is any characteristic that can VARY. Variables tend to be numerical, 
but may not carry the same abstract properties that we tend to assign to numbers. A 
variable that can be COUNTED (made numerical) but does not have any of the other 
mathematical properties of numbers is NOMINAL. Nominal variables describe 
categories such as hatted people or hatless people (which could be depicted as 0s 
and 1s) or urban vs rural (which could also be depicted at 0s and 1s) have no clear 
relationships between them. A hatted person isn’t greater or less than a hatless 
person. The only thing that can be done with these variables is they can be counted
or they can function as groups. 
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The next type of variable also deals with categories, but assigns them numerical 
values that have relative meaning. Older adults are older than younger adults. People 
who rate themselves 5 out of 5 on a scale measuring enthusiasm for squirrels are 
more enthusiastic about squirrels than people who rate themselves 3 out of 5 on that 
same scale. The important thing to note about rank-order variables is that they give a 
relative position but NOT an absolute position. Someone who is an adult is not twice 
as old as someone who is a child. Someone who rates themselves a level 4 enthusiast 
is not twice as enthusiastic about squirrels as a level 2. 
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Which brings us to scalar variable types, which come in two flavors (ratio – numbers 
that can have decimals AND integer – discrete whole numbers). Scalar variables don’t 
just have relative value (relative position) they also have absolute value (absolute 
position) such that they can take on the abstract properties of mathematical values. 
Someone who spends 40 minutes of time on a task has spend half the amount of 
time as someone who spent an hour and 20 minutes. 
One of the most common errors that comes up in published research is that of 
performing mathematical operations on non-scalar data.
Think about mathematical means – if you get a bunch of people to complete the 
same task, you can take an average of the amount of time that was spent on the task 
and that gives you a pretty good sense of how long the task should take. 
Alternatively, if you get a bunch of people to rate a task from 1 to 5 with 1 being no 
time at all and 5 being way longer than I wanted to spend on it – what would an 
average score of 2.8 mean? 
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Now that we’ve covered different types of variables, we’re going to talk about what 
functions those variables can serve. 

In correlational research or research that is examining the existence and direction of 
relationships between variables the variables all carry the same function – they are 
independent variables.  There’s no assumption being made about the value of one 
variable DEPENDING on the value of the other variable. 

Experimental research that examines cause and effect includes an independent 
variable that is assigned by the researcher based on what they believe is the CAUSE 
of an effect. The DEPENDENT variable is assumed to DEPEND on the independent 
variable. It’s the EFFECT or outcome that is being measured that lets us know 
whether a particular cause is actually associated with a particular effect. 

Dependent variables can be binary such as success vs failure – but ALWAYS have to be 
numerical, which could just mean counting the number of occurrences of a particular 
category of outcome. 
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In experimental research you are always making at least one comparison
The simplest comparison to make is binary (X vs no X)

Experimental group (X happens) vs control group (X does not happen)
Careful to make sure everything else is equal between groups
Nothing vs something can be a confound!

The logic of experimentation, as I mentioned before, involves not just showing that 
Cause and Effect are related, but also showing that Cause is the most likely 
Explanation for Effect. This requires a point of comparison, and this is where control 
groups are necessary. If you say that putting a hat on a chatbot causes more people 
to click on the bot – the obvious question that arises is MORE PEOPLE THAN WHAT? If 
you were just to say putting a hat on a bot causes more than 0 people to click on the 
bot the next question should be: what about putting any other object on the bot? 
You’re always making a comparison and the best comparison is the next most likely 
candidate for causing the effect. 
We refer to the categories that make the comparison as levels of an independent 
variable. A common set of levels for an IV is Control vs Experimental. 
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The last type of variable we’re going to talk about is the type you want to either 
control or acknowledge if you are unable to control it and that is every other possible 
variable that could be involved in the relationship you’re examining. It’s individual 
differences between people, which make one person’s 3 out of 5 on squirrel 
enthusiasm mean something different from another person’s 3 out of 5. It’s also 
measurement errors which occur any time humans are involved in anything because 
there’s plenty of opportunity to introduce biases. 
Errors can be mitigated through random assignment, and the use of double-blind 
protocols in which neither experimenter nor participant know what group the 
participant has been assigned. It can also be mitigated through strict control of the 
environment such as by always testing people in the same room, with the same 
lighting, at the same time of day. 
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People are different in ways that can make it difficult to assess and measure their 
similarities. What we’re looking for when doing research are patterns of behavior that 
are similar across participants, which means we need to find ways to address the 
individual differences. If we do not randomly select participants from the population 
such that each person has an equal chance of being selected, which is much easier 
said than done, we run the risk of filling our participant groups with people who look 
more similar to each other and might share behaviors or ways of thinking which could 
look like the patterns we’re looking for in the research, but actually just reflect the 
way that people were grouped. Say you’re picking participants for that study on 
hatted vs hatless chatbots and the majority of participants in one of your groups are 
hat-wearers while the majority in the other group are not. It is going to affect your 
results, but not in a meaningful way that tells you about human behavior more 
generally. Instead, we seek to randomly select our participants as much as is possible 
and hope to distribute individual quirks between groups in such a way that the 
likelihood of having hat wearers in each group is similar. That way we decrease the 
likelihood that it was our selection of participants, rather than the experimental 
conditions that was responsible for the effects we measured. 
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Now that we’ve dug into variables, including those that should be randomly 
distributed among our groups, let’s talk about how research questions are answered 
using statistics. We’ll be focusing, for the duration of this class, on frequentist 
statistics, which is to say on statistics that are based around the frequency at which 
characteristics and events occur within a population – the number of times they 
come up over a duration of time. That is how complex, multifaceted events can be 
represented numerically and how inferences about their similarities and differences 
can be made statistically. To that end we’ll be talking about Null Hypothesis 
Significance Testing, which is the form of statistics you’ve most frequently run into 
when reading research articles. The basic premise of NHST is that you have a variable 
that you believe is a cause that is responsible for an effect (your independent 
variable) and you manipulate that variable by assigning different levels of it to 
different groups of randomly selected participants. Then you measure their 
performance on the dependent variable. In a perfect world, the cause that you are 
testing would always lead to the effect that you are measuring. This would make 
statistics unnecessary because if cause and effect always occur together it would be 
fairly straightforward to tell which level of the independent variable caused the 
effect. Instead, however, we live in a world full of complexities and nuances that 
make it impossible to know with full certainty that any cause is associated with any 
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effect. Try proving to yourself that ALL swans are white and you quickly run into the 
problem of having a task that only ends when no more new swans are born into the 
world and all previous swans have been accounted for. We therefore do not test the 
hypothesis that the cause leads to the effect. Instead, we test the opposite of that 
hypothesis and say that the cause does not lead to the effect. In this example we 
would say that adding captions to a video DOES NOT have an effect on the amount of 
time spent watching the video. Then we test the videos with captions and the videos 
without and if there is a difference in time spent watching videos that exceeds what 
we would expect just from the people within the two groups being different we could 
argue that In a world where adding captions DOES NOT effect time spent watching it 
is unlikely that we would find the results that we got from our experimentation. It’s 
counterintuitive, but it’s the basis of behavioral research, so we use it. 
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There is another approach to hypothesis testing that doesn’t test the opposite of 
what you believe to be true, but rather that tests directly whether the cause is likely 
to lead to the effect. This is Bayesian statistics and it’s based on knowledge of prior 
probabilities – essentially knowing what you know about how the world works, what 
is the likelihood that people watched more videos when captions were added 
because the captions were added? 
Bayesian methods, albeit more straightforward to consider, have a lot of the same 
issues as NSHT – they rely on prior knowledge, which can come with all sorts of 
biases, and is often incomplete, and provide results in terms of likelihoods rather 
than absolutes, which are easier to interpret (or misinterpret)
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Now, getting back into null hypothesis significance testing, let’s go through a 
hypothetical scenario. Let’s say you have a population of orange blobs and the entire 
population is made up of 4 individuals. You’re never going to be able to test an entire 
population of people unless you have a very specific set of criteria that eliminates 
most people from consideration, but this is a thought experiment, so bear with me. 
Let’s say that you’re curious about whether yellow light causes the blobs to smile. You 
can test the yellow light against the baseline of white light and against a different 
color to make sure it’s not just any color that does the trick. How many times would 
you have to test the yellow light to be 100% confident that yellow light causes the 
blobs to smile? Even in a perfect system you can never get to 100% because you are 
limited in the # of trials. 100 out of 100 trials of smiling blobs with yellow light and 
unsmiling blobs with pink light is great, but what happens on trials 101? 1001? 
10001? You don’t know until you get there. Researchers tend not to have the time or 
resources to run infinite trials even if they are working with an entire population, so 
they settle for allowing room for error. We’ll talk about error a lot more in the coming 
weeks when we get into statistics and power analyses, but for now I’ll just 
reintroduce you to the familiar concept of statistical significance and an acceptable 
rate of being wrong 5% of the time. Now, just to throw a wrench back into the mix, 
NHST would not ask how many times you would have to test yellow light against 
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other lights to determine that yellow light causes blobs to smile – instead it would as 
how many times would you have to test yellow light to be 100% confident that in a 
world where yellow light does not cause blobs to smile that the events you observed 
would be exceedingly unlikely, or even asymptotically approaching impossible. 
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Getting back to the behavioral scientist standard of p < .05 as a threshold for deciding 
whether or not to reject a null hypothesis, here’s another fun way to think about it. 
Let’s say you had a cardboard box and you wanted to determine if it would be safe to 
keep a cat in that box. You believe that the box is safe, so the hypothesis that you are 
testing is that the box is not safe. You test 100 cats and 95 of them survive. NHST is 
like saying if this box is not safe for cats (if the null hypothesis is true) then why did 95 
of the cats that I put into the box survive? 

If you were a cat, would you get into the box? Keep this in mind when reading 
strongly worded conclusions that come from p < .05 results. 
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We’ve been dancing around hypotheses for a bit, but now let’s talk about them 
directly. A hypothesis is your best guess at how the world seems to work (a global 
rule) if you’re doing basic research OR what solves the problem you’re trying to solve 
if you’re in the applied realm. A lot of qualitative research, and basic observational 
research gets applied to coming up with a hypothesis. You don’t jump right into a 
project with a hypothesis already in mind because we humans have a tendency to do 
all sorts of mental gymnastics to confirm what we already believe to be true. The 
hypothesis should arise out of previous research on the phenomenon, which is also 
why it’s important for you to be able to critically assess the work that has come 
before. If you base your hypothesis off of someone else’s faulty research and then 
you set up your study to confirm your hypothesis, you’ll probably be able to do it, but 
then you’re just propagating faulty work. This might not be a huge deal in HCI, but
think about all of the researchers who based their work off of ideas that have since 
been debunked. 

To reiterate what I talked about before with NHST, because it is counterintuitive so 
hopefully it’ll help to repeat it: you are not testing the hypothesis that you believe to 
be true – that is your alternative hypothesis. What you are actually testing is the null 
hypothesis, which says that what you believe to be true is NOT TRUE and your goal is 
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to show that it’s unlikely that you got the results that you got from your experiment 
in a world where the opposite of your hypothesis is true. The idea behind this is that 
if you can show that the results you got from your experiment are unlikely given that 
the null hypothesis is true, that means that the alternative hypothesis is likely to be 
true. 
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So, let’s put some ideas together – please answer the questions as I go along to check 
your understanding of the concepts. 

Let’s say we have a research question and it is “What effect does automatically 
playing the next episode have on the number of consecutive episodes played?”

First, think about the variable that you want to test – what is your IV and what are the 
levels? –pause for 5-10 seconds – my IV is whether or not the next episode is 
automatically played and there are two levels: no auto-play (control) and auto-play.

What is your DV? What are you measuring? Pause for 5-10 seconds – my DV is the 
number of consecutive episodes played. 

In this instance I’m going to encourage you to use some anecdotal evidence and 
come up with an alternative hypothesis. – pause for 10-15 seconds – your alternative 
hypothesis should be what you believe to be true. My alternative hypothesis based 
on my experience and what I know about others experience is that automatically 
playing the next episode leads to more episodes being played. That is because people 
would have to act in order to prevent the next episode from playing and acting to 
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stop something from happening (opting out) requires effort. 
What is your null hypothesis? – pause for 10-15 seconds- my null hypothesis is that 
automatically playing the next episode DOES NOT lead to more episodes being played 
than not automatically playing the next episode

Now to put everything together, think about what you would accept as evidence that 
automatically playing the next episode leads to more consecutive episodes being 
played. 
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What counts as evidence depends on the type of alternative hypothesis that you 
have. It can be directional (if you know what direction you expect your effect to go in) 
OR non-directional if you have reason to believe that the two conditions will be 
different but you’re not sure what that difference will be. 

Non-directional tests tend to be more stringent because, if you remember that 5% 
idea of p < .05, you’re now splitting that 5% over two possible outcomes, so each one 
is tested at a 2.5% threshold. 
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Lastly I’m going to leave you with your activity for the week. I want you to really think 
about confirmation bias any time you’re doing your own research or when you’re 
reading research that someone else has done. It can come up at all levels, so for each 
component I have here, come up with issues that you find with it. It’s a good habit to 
get into and I hope you find it useful J
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